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four basement levels to accommodate the client’s brief. The brief demanded a complex programme of spaces on a compact urban site, including technically advanced simulated environments for clinical and surgical training, a new library, auditorium and sports facility. The resultant spatial variety supports the diverse demands of healthcare education while encouraging social interaction.
(The text and images should demonstrate the quality of the architecture and in addition they should demonstrate how the project:
 Facilitates usability and accessibility
 Facilitates orientation, navigation and ease of understanding
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(The text and images should demonstrate the quality of the architecture and in addition they should demonstrate how the project:
 Facilitates usability and accessibility
 Facilitates orientation, navigation and ease of understanding
 Enhances user experience through appropriate use of scale, form, colour, materials and light
 Reflects user involvement in the design process)

No. 26 York Street | The Road Surface has been made level with the footpath on both sides, facilitating ease of movement between the new building,
and RCSI’s existing facilities, across the road at 123 Saint Stephens Green. The entrance features automatically opening doors for independent
wheelchair access. Ground floor level is fully transparent adding to the sense of activity on York Street.

Section| Departmental colour coding, serves as a way-finding and orientation marker across the levels.
Sports, Library, Auditorium, Surgical & Clinical departments are defined by different colours.

Atrium | Themes of transparency, openness and collaboration contribute to a redefinition of the traditional boundaries of the library as well as providing
undergraduates with a glimpse into how their potential might be realised, on floors above. The central atrium brings light into the deep plan. Fully
Accessible perimeter desks surround the atrium, providing opportunities for open collaboration and activity.

Library | Slotted Ceilings with acoustic insulation behind, control the acoustic reverberation levels. Bold
colour coding, and visually contrasting signage demark key points of student interaction & orientation. Library
information point is fitted with a hearing enhancement system.

Entrance | The main reception desk is designed to cater for both seated and standing users
and is fitted with induction loop hearing enhancement. Large Screens provide live feed
information updates to passing students.

Auditorium | The 540 seater amphitheater style, raked auditorium is designed with hearing enhancement systems
and a choice of layouts for people with reduced mobility including wheelchair spaces at top and bottom and seats with
removable armrests.

Circulation | Stairwells are designed beyond
regulatory sizings, to encourage interaction &
serendipitous conversations.
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for diversity of culture, religion, individuality and ability. These aspirations ensured that universal design was intrinsically considered, and never tacked
on. As such, the building design goes beyond simple regulatory compliance and attempts to provide a truly inclusive experience for students and staff
alike.
(The text and images should demonstrate the quality of the architecture and in addition they should demonstrate how the project:
 Facilitates usability and accessibility
 Facilitates orientation, navigation and ease of understanding
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Teaching Spaces| 3rd & 4th Floor In & Out Patient Rooms feature single workstation /
wash-up units, which are fully accessible to wheelchair users

Third Floor Plan | Clinical Teaching
The plan was distilled to simple visually contrasting
diagrams to form part of the way-finding and
orientation strategy, ultimately displayed on Blade
Panels visible from stairs and lifts

Mock Operating Theater| The Mock Operating Theater and associated control and observation rooms are designed to be fully
accessible and include seating and leaning rails for use over long periods

First Floor Plan | Library

Teaching spaces | Teaching spaces are fully accessible to wheel chair users, with
appropriate knee recesses and working heights to ALL workstations and wash facilities.

Teaching Spaces | The Surgical simulation suite is a completely flexible workspace, with adjustable height work-surfaces for sit /
stand arrangements.

Ground Floor Plan | Entrance / Library / Cafe

Fitness Suite | Routes are clearly defined in fitness spaces with bold visually contrasting
colours. All water-fountains / bottle fillers are fully accessible to wheel-chair users.

Sports-hall Level | Visually contrasting doors & Signage. Wall & floor contrast is increased by the use of carefully considered
environmental graphics.
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